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ABS8TRACT

A series of flight tests was conducted at three selected altitudes
(sea level. 5000 feot, 6500 feet) to 'sPtermino the effects of' altitudo
and weight on the height-velocity (lI-V) tdiagram of a large, hipavywoight,
high rotor inertia, high disk loading, single rotor, singlP ongine
helicopter. Throe gross weights ot the helicopter were used. Quantita-
tive and qualitative toot data wore collected to determine how the 4 V
diagram varies with density altitude and aircraft gross weight. An
investigation was mad* into the effects on the diagram of a delayed
collective pitch application response.

Results disclosed a family of curves showing that Increases In
density altitude and/or gross weight enlarged the H-V diagram required
for a safe power-off landing. Analysis of the results revealed that
the key points (Vcro hain, and hoax), which partially define the curves,
could be determined by the solution of a set of linear equations. These
results were identical to those reported In FAA Technical Reports AD6-1
and ADS-46 except for the constants of the linear equations and the
location of the critical height (hcr). The critical height indicated a
slight Increase as weight, altitude and collective pitch reduction tine
delay were increased. An average value for hcr can be selected without
upsetting the family of curves.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

Purr-)aSe

The purpuse of this project was to determine by flight tests the
effects of altitude and weight on the height-velocity (H-V) diagrams of
a large single-rotor helicopter which has an inherently high rotor
inertia and high disk loading.

Mackground

This flight test project is the culmination of a program initiated
by the Aircraft Development Service, Federal Aviation Agency, to acquire
sufficient actual flight test data on certain basic helicopter flight
parameters associated with the determination of the H-V diagram. The
ultimate objective of this program is to obtain a practical technical
approach for the determination of the effects of altitude and aircraft

gross weight on the helicopter H-V diagram.

The H-V diagram is a chart which defines an envelope of flight with
respect to airspeed and height above the ground where, in the event of
power failure, a safe power-off landing could not be accomplished. A
typical H-V diagram as referred to in this report is shown in Fig. 1.
It is a diagram established froa data based on the criteria of steady-
state, level-flight entry conditions.

Previous flight test projects of this program are reported in
References I and 2. The flight test data obtained on these projects
disclosed that the H-V diagrams of the lightweight helicopters tested
resolved into a family of curves as a function of weight and altitude.
To further confirm this relatioxship it was felt advisable to examine
the autorotative characteristics of a heavyweight ,ingle-rotor
helicopter for further correlation.

The helicopter" ,tilized for the tests reported herein generally
represents the high extreme in the spectrum of current generation
single-engine helicopters with respect to considerations of gross
weight, disk loading and rotor inertia.

DISCUSSION

Test Aircraft

The test vehicle was a large, heavyweight, single-rotor, single
engine helicopter as shown in Fig. 2. This aircraft was selected for
this H-V test project because of Its relatively high rotor inertia and
high disk loading. Pertinent specifications of this aircraft are
presented in Appendix 2.
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Tent Inatrentaftirn

Airborne and ground instrumentation wee utilised to record
helicopter performance and meteorological data. Details of the
quantitative information measured and the equipment ucilized ore
presented in Appendix 2.

ITeat oeratilkna and tr&&edureM

1. rliJth Test SILes

The flight teat pre'ject was conducted at test sites in the
State of California during the period September 1965 through
February 1966. The test sites, selected for their elevation and teat
environments, were as follow:

Thermal Airport Elevation -117 ft. iISL
Bishop Airport Elevation 4118 ft. MSL
Lake Tahoe Airport Elevation 6263 ft. )SL

A schematic view of the test site layout showing the relative
location of the test course, space positioning equipment, meteorological
equipment and the test control center is shown in Fig. 3.

2. Test Nethodologv

A professional engineering test pilot well skilled in the
mechanics of determining H*V diagrams was employed for the piloting
tasks. The results of his airvork are therefore representative of
flight skills beyond the realm of sverase pilot capabilities and
consequently produced minimum siLe H-V diagrams.

A total of 1044 test runs were conducted to determine H-V
diagrams at the selected test altitudes for gross weight conditions of
9100 pounds, 10,100 pounds, and 11,100 pounds.

The following is a general description of the manner in which

the tests were conducted:

a. general

The pilot would fly over the test course at a specific
steady airspeed at a predetermined entry height above the grouand. When
stabilized, he would execute a simulated power failure by sudden
retardation of the throttle in order to fully disengage the rotor
clutch. From this point he would land the aircraft with the power off.
This procedure was repeated vith the pilot adjusting his height or
airspeed until he reached a point below which he felt a safe landing
could not be made because all usable energy had been expended. This
point was then plotted as a point on the H-V diagram.
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The validity of his judgment was checked by means of
limited on-site data reduction to determine if the point thus declared
was usable as a valid data point.

The above procedure was repeated until a sufficiency of

points was obtained from which an H-V diagram could be generated.

b. Collective Pitch Control Application

The usual procedure when power fails in flight with a
single engine helicopter is for the pilot to retain the highest
possible rotor speed to effect a landing. This is accomplished by
inmediate full reduction of the rotor blade pitch angle by means of
the collective pitch stick control when the height above the ground
is adequate. When the height above the ground and the consequent
time differential between power failure and touchdown is limited, it
is not always possible to effect full collective pitch reductions. In
such cases, the pilot makes partial collective pitch reductions or
simply utilizes what collective pitch he has remaining as the situation
dictates.

The fact that the test vehicle had inherently high rotor
inertia suggested a comparative investigation into the effects of a
no-delay and one-second delayed response in reducing collective pitch
following throttle cut in order to correlate these results with those
findings reported in Reference 2. Since the one-second delay data
reported in Reference 2 indicated that a displacement or step at the
"knee" of the curve carried on up to the high hover height, it was
felt necessary to determine whether a high rotor inertia
rotor would exhibit the same characteristics as compared to a low rotor
inertia system. Tests using a one-second delay response with
collective pitch application were therefore programed into the test
plan.

3. Test Criteria

a. Rotor Speed

In order to eliminate as many variables as possible, the
rotor speed in steady state autorotation was kept constant at a given
weight by adjusting the low pitch blade angle at each altitude tested.
This involved raising the low pitch setting slightly at each increase in
test altitude by changing the length of the pitch link. Total collective
pitch travel, therefore, was always available for control purposes.

b. Pilot Procedures

There were no restrictions placed on horizontal touchdown
velocity; that is, the pilot was not instructed to obtain minimu-
touchdown speed, nor was he limited as to his maximum touchdown speed.

6



The specific piloting techniques for handling the helicopter were left
to the discretion of the pilot. The only limitations in technique
imposed upon the pilot were that of the no-delay and one-second delay
in collective pitch reduction after throttle cut.

The decision as to whether a landing was a maximum
performance effort was made by the pilot. His evaluation was based on
whether he believed he had any usable reserve energy remaining in the
form of rotor speed or airspeed, and the nature and magnitude of the
impact (Pilot estimated landing load factors). The pilot's qualitative
coments on techniques utilized and the related criteria for his
decisions were used in evaluating the flight test data. A discussion
of these techniques can be found under "Pilot's Comsents" in Appendix 2.

c. Weight and Center of Gravity Control

Weight was kept within approximately + 1/2 percent by adding
ballast after every few runs and refueling as required.

The Center of Gravity (c.g.) of the helicopter was generally
constant for all tests at a location one inch Q+ 1/2 inch) forward of
the vertical station through the rotor hub.

d.- Wind Allowables

Limitations were placed or allowable wind velocities for
these tests. The wind velocities were measured at a 12 foot Instrwmenta-
tion height. Hovering and very slow speed tests were not conducted in
wind velocities in excess of 2 mph, and all other tests were discontinued
when the wind exceeded 5 mph at this height. A helium filled balloon
moored so its beight could be varied was utilized as a visual indicator
of wind aloft for the benefit of the pilot.

e. Altitude Control

Density altitude for the tests, with but a few exceptions,
was maintained within approximately 600 feet of the average density
altitude for each consideration of weight and collective application
technique. The exceptions were evaluated and weighed in the final deter-
• ination of the K-V curves. It was considered that small variations
in density altitude would have little effect on the test data results.

f. Entry Speeds and Conditions

All speeds used in the program and in this report are
given in terms of calibrated airspeed (CAS). The entry airspeed used
for each point on the H-V diagram was obtained from the photographic
record as ground speed, corrected for observed wind at the 12 foot
level and converted to calibrated airspeed.

7



ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Discussion of Tests

A brief discussion of several aspects of the test program at this
point would perhaps contribute to a better understanding of the test
results. The test vehicle, which was large and heavy, was not generally
sensitive to the effects of light, steady winds, particularly in the very
low speed regimes. Problems due to wind did exist however, because of
inability to accurately determine the winds aloft which could vary
considerably from that measured at the 12 foot height and because in very
light wind conditions, winds aloft were frequently variable.

A car pace was used exclusively by the pilot in the low airspeed
range as a means of speed control for both the upper and lower boundary
of the H-V curve. While this system was reasonably effective for the
lower boundary, it was considerably less effective along the upper
boundary because of the large separation between helicopter and car. It
was such more difficult for the pilot to sense relative motion between
the two vehicles. Along the lower boundary where the winds were more
consistently known, this technique was quite useful. Along the upper
boundary, however, indeterminate winds presented problems in approaching
a data point (see Pilot's Comments).

Obtaining high hover and near high hover data was again one of the
most difficult parts of the test program. Unstable air conditions,
indeterminate airspeeds and unknown winds aloft, all contributed to the
difficulty. In general, weather conditions prevailing at the test site
during the conduct of the project were not as stable as was desired for
this type of testing.

The use of the radar altimeter in providing correct information to
the pilot for height above the ground was of major importance to the
successful completion of the project. The pilot was able to repeat his
runs at a constant known height within one or two feet. This made it
possible for him to be able to tolerate the lack of precise airspeed
information with some degree of confidence.

The wheel landing gear configuration of the test helicopter exposed
it to far greater potential damage as a result of a landing gear failure
than did the skid gear types of References 1 and 2. As a consequence,
the pilot exercised extremc caution during the project as evidenced by
the number of runs required to produce data points - a ratio of
approximately 8 to 1 - during which time he was constantly evaluating
and improving his technique.

8



Heidht-Veg1ciJv Disgrams

Neight-velocity diagrams were first constructed from the experi-
mentally obtained data points. Various cross plots of velocity, altitude,
weight, and height-above-the-ground were then constr acted and studied to
determine what kind of relationships, if any, existed between the many
H-V diagrams. Information from these cross plots was then used to adjust
the original fairings of the height-velocity curves so that the reworked
curves thus obtained provided the best fit with the data points and the
cross plotted points. These adjusted zurves with the experimental data
points are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The variation with aetitude
and gross weight for both no-delay and one-second delay conditions is
shown in Fig. 7. The variation with altitude for each of the vhree $ross
weights tested is shown in Fig. 8. The variation with gross wel,%ht for
the density altitudes tested is shown in Fig. 9. Since the helicipter
tested had limited performance capability at the higher gross welgi~ts
at the higher altitudes, it was not possible to obtain daita over a Mul1
range of altitudes at the higher disk loadings. The results herein
presented, however, exhibit linear relationships which are quite similar
to those obtained from the testing reported in References 1 and 2, and
there were no indications that this linear relationship would not hold
true for the higher disk loadings at the altitudes tested.

Since the density altitude spread for all the runs at any given test
site was larger than desired, an average density altitude for each
condition of weight and collective pitch application was derived and
utilized to facilitate data analysis. Test toints could not be qualified
with respect to their relative position about an H-V curve in accordance
with their test density altitude alone; i.e., outside the curve for higher
altitude and inside the curve for lower altitude because other vtriables
which had much greater effect on the data overshadowed the altitude
variation effects.

All of the data points were analyzed on an individual basis as well
as from an overall basis to establish their relative position with respect
to the H-V diagrams that were developed. The data was generally good
for this type of testing and it fit the H-V diagrams very well. In the
general analysis there were two basic areas which disclosed data points
that fell outside of the developed H-V diagram. These two areas were at
Bishop at the 9100 pounds test weight (see Fig. 4 - center curve), and
at Lake Tahoe (see Fig. 4 - right hand curve) at the 9100 pounds test
weight. Host of these data points occurred along the upper boundary of
the curve and were the most difficult to obtain because of conditions
which are described in the 'Discussion of Tests". The Bishop runs were
the initial tests performed in the program and while some points were
qualified on an individual basis, it is believed that basic skills had
not yet been achieved. The runs at Tahoe arm explained on the basis of
the pilot's recorded run-by-run coiments. Most of the points along the

9
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upper boundary were not specifically designated an "solid" points by the
pilot, but rather they were deolinated for investigation with the
possibility of better qualifying the point at a later date. Weather
conditions and time prevented further testi•g in this area at Tahoe.
Points sloag the lover boundary from the "knot," down, on the other hand,
were designated by the pilot as 'solid" points.

All runs which were noted as data points or near-data points by the
pilot have beem included on Fils. 4, 5, and 6. Ixamination of the data,
however, reveals that in certain areas the pilot wa able to reduce the
entry speed or change the height appropriately when confirming a
particular point. In general, the landing load factors for points lying
outside the curve were low and increased as the entry speed was reduced.
In a few instances, however, it was noted that lower load factors were
obtained when the entry speed we@ reduced. This was probably due to
exceptional pilot technique in executing the maneuver which undoubtedly
is the most important single factor in obtaining a maximum performance
data point. For the most part, individual points were qualified,
concerning their position relative to the faired height-velocity diagrams,
on the basis of pilot's comments, landing load factors, density altitude,
and the time history analysis.

Table I is a summary chart of the pertinent facts taken from the
time histories relative to all of the high hover and near high hover data
points. In most cases of high hover or near high hover, stabilizing of
the autorotative descent was instituted within 50 feet of descent
following throttle chop. That is to may, aft longitudinal stick was
applied so thac the aircraft started to arrest its nose-down attitude,
and in a very gradual manner this was continued to the maximum nose-up
attitude (peak of the flare) which occurred at random times prior to
touchdown ranging from a quarter of a second to five seconds. In general,
where the elapsed time from maximum nose-up attitude to touchdown was

short, the landing load factor was on the high aide. When the time from
maximum nose-up to touchdown was rather prolonged, the landing load
factors were relatively low. Correspondingly, the widest variation in
landing load factor occurred in the runs from high hover or near high
hover. The touchdown speeds (VTD) appear to increase as the weight and
altitude increase whether the entry is from high hover or in the "knee"
area. The vertical descent velocity following simulated power failure
from high hover or near high hover did not show any consistent trends,
the highest rates of descent occuring at the 9100 pound gross weight
at Bishop. The rates of descent were generally lower, however, for
those runs in the vicinity of Vcr, hcr, which are listed in Table II.
Here again, however, there are no trends with respect to the entry sreed,
the rates of descent varying as the entry speed increases. With few
excaptions, whether entry was from high hover or in the "knee" area, the
increnental vertical accelerations following simulated power failure
varied between .7 and 1.0 S's.
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There were two factors which entered into testing which may have
been limiting or controlling factors with respect to determining a data
point. These factors were blade stall and pitching control. The pilot
frequently reported some "shakes" during the flare portion of the
landing maneuver. The "shakes" were apparently associated with blade
stall. The prevalence of this condition limited his recovery technique
at touchdown, thereby controlling his entry speed and height for a
given weight and altitude. The other factor ?ess related to the test
helicopter's relatively slow response in pitch. It was difficult for
the pilot to pitch the helicopter nose-down , pick up airspeed and
flare in the time available from entry to touchdown for runs in the
close proximity of the "knee". This factor undoubtedly played an
important part in the determination of a data point. Both of these
factors are discussed in greater detail under "Sumary of Pilot's
Comments."

Figs. 10 through 12 show a comparison of time history data for
high hover, low hover, and the critical speed area for sea level versus
high altitude. The figures show that the control inputs and aircraft
attitudes are quite similar over the range of altitudes and weights
tested. This comparison of the high hover and Vcr - hcr, time history
data includes all the weights tested to show the effects of weight as
well as altitude.

Discussion of One-Second Delay

As a result of the tests of Reference 2, it was learned that a
fairly large increase in the size of the height-velocity diagram existed
above the knee when a one-second delay was used after throttle cut
before collective pitch reduction. It was not known whether this same
situation would exist with the high inertia rotor of the S-58 or whether
the inertia would cause this displacement to disappear as was indicated
by the tests of Reference 1. It was decided, therefore, that the
project would be conducted on a no-delay basis with additional testing
of one-second delay maneuvers to ascertain what the effect would be.
The data obtained utilizing a one-second delay in collective pitch
reduction following throttle cut did show a similar displacement as
that obtained in Reference 2. Furthermore, the characteristic shape of
the one-second delay curve is consistent with the rest of the data
defining a family of curves. It would appear, therefore, that there is
a specific increase in the size of the H-V diagram above the "inee" as
a result of the one-second delay. The tests of Reference I were not
programed to seek this out. It should be noted, however, that the one-
second delay was only applied above the "knee" in accordance with
conventional procedures. The effect of a one-second delay below the
"knee" is not known.
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Effects of Wgight ad Attltudt

As previously discussed, H-V diagrams were individually drawn

through each set of test points and thee cross plots constructed of
speed versus weight and altitude from which final K-V diagrams were
drawn. The controlling points of the H-V diagrams such as Ver, hmle,
and hmsx were then cross plotted in a manner to define the f-V diagram
relationships.

These cross plots are shown in Figs. 13 through 16. The high
hover height, hmin, is shown to very linearly with the square of the
critical speed independent of weight, altitude and the time delay in
collective pitch reduction as shown in Fig. 17. A set of H-V diagrams
resulting from these tests can be partially defined in terms of the
critical governing points on the o-V diagram which can be obtained from
a set of linear equations. These equations are basically identical to
those obtained in References 1 and 2. The differences between these
equations and those of the previous tests are in the constants which
define the slopes of these linear expressions. The height, hcr, must
also be known in order to properly locate the point Vcr, hcr. In
previous tests, hcr was reported as essentially constant at approximately
95 feet for Reference 1 and as varying between 80 and 100 feet for
Reference 2. The current tests clearly indicate that hcr increases with
weight and altitude as shown on Fig. 7 by the dotted lines. Throughout
the ranges of weights and altitudes tested this height varied from
about 90 feet to approximately 110 feet. Inasmuch as the expression
shown below for Vcr holds true for speeds at heights above and below
the height for Vcr for approximately 40 to 50 feet as well, the shape
of the family of curves is seen to be relattvely constant in the area of
the "knee." Therefore, selecting an average hcr of 100 feet would not
effect the construction of the H-V diagrams. No attempt was made to
establish an expression for hcr.

Eauatiogs,

1. Vcr - V cr(test) + Cl W + C2 A HD

where Vcr a critical velocity at a given weight and density
altitude

Vcr(test) - critical velocity obtained through test

dVcr

dW

C2 - dVcr

d2D
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2. hmau - 4.04(001) 4 CIAW + '4 AND

whre has a low hover height at a wellibi anti density alituset

1tmaw(toi) ,a low hover height obtaslneid thiugh lest ing

dma

dW

C4 a ...

dflg)

1. two * K 4IVer

where 9 - a constant (the htw intercept)

de r

The constants oa these empirical ouatione are applicable only to
the teat helicptor as were the constants af Reference I. It is
intoresting to note, however, that all toots resulted in a set oa linear
eopressions in which only the constants were different, Further, a brief
comparative examination or the data of all tests indicates other
correlatinl factors, It appears quite probable, therefore, that a sot of
equations can be obtained by the application of a mondteonsional
analysis of the beasi parameters and toot results of the helicopter used
tn this project and in the two other projects of this program. which would
be applicable to all single o8gino, stoine rotor helicopters, Such as
analysis might determine whether N-V diagrams can be predicted for a
ran*e of woeihts and altitudes or developed from sin8le weight aind
altitude test data. No attept has been made to do this in this report,

Constant H-V DtAaML-fgr R!dutdijgi gf Weiaht With A14Ltd

One approach to the problem ot establishing an appropriate H-V
diagram for variation* of weight and altitude is to establish a
diagram for smaimum gross weight at seo level and hold this dialtam
constant while reducing weight to compeseastd for altitude. Such an
approach is &hove it chart form on Fig. 18. The data for this chart is
obtained from Fig. 14 for a constant Vcr. Since hot. is a function of 'cr
independent of weight and altitude, the upper part of the diagram is
readily obtainable. The lower part of the diagram can be obtained in a
like manner fron Fig. 16 because the error in h~ay is regligible.
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WOMMUSIONS

Based upon the tests of this larSe single rotor helicopter and an
analysis of the test results it is concluded that:

1. The I-V diagrams for this helicopter at different weights
and altitudes form a family of curves for the altitudes and weights
tested which are defined by a set of equations involving key points on
the N-V diagram such as Vcr, hmin, and hmsx. These equations show that:

a. Vcr Is a linear function of weight or altitude.

b. hoax is a linear function of weight or altitude.

C. huwint a linear function of Vcr 2 .

2. The height (hcr) for critical velocity (Vcr) increases
over the range of weights and altitudes tested varying between 90 to 110
feet. Since the shape of the H-V curves are relatively constant in
the area of the "knee,' a constant average height of 100 feet for Mcr
can be assumed without destroying the family relationships of these
curves.
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APPIUNIX I

GLOSSARY OF TZRI0

Vcrt critical velocity. The speed above which an autorotative
landing can be made from any height after power failure
in the low speed regime, mph, CAC.

hcri the height above the ground at which Vcr occurs, feet.

"hsin the high hover height - the height above the ground from
above which a safe autorotative landing can be made after
power failure at sero airspeed, feet.

htoax the low hover height - the height above the ground from
below which a safe power off landing can be mad* after
power failure at zero airspeed, feet.

RD: density altitude at the point of landing, feet.

h.- height of the helicopter above the ground, feet.

W: helicopter weight, pounds.

CAS: calibrated airspeed- indicated airspeed corrected for
instrument and position error, mph.
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APPE1DIX 2

TEST AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS

Significant specifications of the test aircraft are as follows:

1. Powerplant: Wright Model R-1820-84C

a. Horsepower Ratings

Takeoff - 1525 hp @ 2800 rpm S. L.

Maxim= Continuous - 1275 @ 2500 rpm S. L.

b. rpm limitations - 2800 maximum, 2000 minimum

2. Gross f'eight:

a. Maximum certified - 13,000 pounds

3. Hovering Ceiling @ 2700 rpm, standard temperature,
0.00 specific humidity

a. @ 13,000 pounds - 9000 feet in ground effect

b. @ 13,000 pounds - 7000 feet out of ground effect

4. Maximum Speed:

a. Sea level- 107 knots - IAS

5. General Data:

a. Rotor diameter- 56.0 feet

b. Rotor disk area - 2460 square feet

c. Rotor biade chord - 16.4 inches

d. Slade t.: - 40 40' @ 3/4 blade radius station

e. Airfoil section - NACA .0012

f. Nhmber of blades - 4

g. Solidity ratio - .0569 (.06048 - Eastern Region)
(.059 Sikorsky)

h. Disk loading - 5.28 pounds/feet2 @ 13,000 pounds,
mu•imum G. W.
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i. Rotor inertia - 5239 slug feet 2

J. Rotor system configuration - fully articulated

k. Flapping hinge offset - 12.0 inches

1. Engine to main rotor ratio - 11.29:1

m. Roror speed limitations

(1). 258 rpm maximum

(k). 170 rpm minirmm

TEST INSTRiUMTATION

A brief description of the test instrumentstion utilized for this flight
test program is as follows:

1. Airborne - the airborne quantitative information was:

a. Airspeed

b. Altitude

c. Rotor rpm

d. Engine rpm

e. Collective stick pos!tion

f. Cyclic stick position

g. Acceleration (vertical, lateral, longitudinal)

h. Fuselage attitude (pitch)

i. Angular velocity (pitch rate)

J. Height (radar altimeter)

k. Instantaneous vertical velocity

1. Throttle position

m. Wheel loads

This information was recorded on an ocillograph. Figs. 2-1 through 2-2
show the installation of the recording equipment and some of the basic
instrumentation installed on the test aircraft.
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2. Ground

Space position equipment utilized for tracking the aircraft
is shown in Fil. 2-3.

Correlation of events between the tracking camera and the
airborne instrumentatlon was accomplished by means of a radio data link.

Meteorological equipment utilized for recording atmospheric
conditions during the flight tests is shown in Fig. 2-4.
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AWI'IflPI X .1

$i00A"Y OF PIOTAS COtINTS

The purp ose of those coweents to to provide a qualitative analysis
of test results and of specific toot methods and procedures uttlised in
the flight teats ti order to enable an accurate interpretatron of the
results to be made. Qualicative cmente in this report or* based on
pilot's commeuts and note. made in the field and on a qualitative
*valuation of Lhe height-velocity characteristic* of the test helicopter.

The following ore*& of the toot program will be discussed hereini

a. Pilot techniques and their derivation.

I. Lower boundary points.

2. Unee" and upper boundary point%.

3. One-second delay technique.

b. Data point validation by the pilot.

c. Entry airspeed control.

d. Bilds stall chareccterstics during lending.

e. Stability and control eftects on autorotative per forwsnce.

f. Wind and turbulence etffect on autorotative performance.

a. Pilot Techaltvte and Their Derivaqt-

The techniques utilised in thLs program were developed to accommodate
the geometry and handling qualities of the test helicoptar and to obtain
the maximum autorotative performance inherently available in the vehicle
for a given set of entry conditions on a repeatable basis; i.e.. the
techniques employed ware rationalixed and applied such that, for a given
set of test conditions, use of the same techniques would produce similar
test results. This condition of repeatability is inherently essential
to an engineering flight test program.
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The landing losa, structural and geometrical configuration and the
overall mine ot the toot holicopter dictated that. for landings utillaing
a cyclic flare, the flare should be soquenced to obtain initial touc~h-
down on the tail wheel. tAtiliving flare woorgy and partial colloettiv
puitch application for otiie purpose. The remainder of the collective
pitch together with aft cyclic control application would thson be
utilized to cushion the maim &sat Impact. This procedure was designed
to take advantage of the energy abaorptioa characteristics of the tail
wheal as well as relieve the pilot of the e'vtroe difficulty associated
with so.ecutim4 pricisica autorotative touch-downs io a levol attitude
(three-point) in this aircraft. This difficulty arises becaume the
pilot's seot io approximiately nine to ten toet above ground level
thereby increasing the depth perception requirmmentm considerably when
gaouging tho heitht at which to apply the collectivo pitch to effect the
three-point touch-down. Additionally, tho three-point technique roquires
an extra control motiong i.e., following the landing flare, the
helicopter must be re-leveoled using cyclic control to affect the three-
point touch-down. Is large helicopter@, this additional control motion
is extrommely difficult to time accurately due to the relatively low
pitch response of the, helicopter. That is. the aircraft does not seemi
to respond readily to pilot control inputs. This apparent lack of
response becomes a critical factor whom attempting to arrest a high
autorotative sink rate by flaring followed by a cyclic control reveorsal.
to level the helicopter.

To sumamriza, the "tail wheel first" touch-down is used in this
aircraft because It takes advantage, of the energy absorption character-
istics of the tail wheel, relieves depth perception requirements and
minimizes, the effects of lag In helicopt~er response, thereby enabling
the pilot to optimize the precision and repeatability of the landings.

I., Lower bouqdary Point

For data points obtained along the lower boundary of the K-V
curve, from the low hover puint (hmax) to an airmpeed corresponding to
the onset of translational lift (approximately 20-25 mph), the following
tec~hnique was utilized. Power was manipulated to obtain an airspeed such
that relative motion between the aircraft and the pace car was stopped,
thereby obtaining the desired throttle chop airspeed. Rotor speed was
then adjusurd by use of the throttle to obtain 239 rpm! 5 rpm. Height
above ground yeosmonito1red using the radar altimeter to obtain the
desired height. The run vas then continued in a stabilized condition
until euteriug the test course after which the throttle was closed
abruptly. In this segiment of the curve close proxinity to the ground
precluded appreciable r~duction of collective pitch following throttle
chop. Consequently, the collective pitch control was either iteld fixed
or decreased as possible, followin~g the chop. Little or no cyclic flare
wasn used in this seguent of the curve. As the helicopter approached the
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ground, collective pitch control was applied at a gradually increasing
rate such that full control travel was reached just prior to ground
impact (Q 0.3 seconds). Because no flare was used, ground impact in
this area of the curve tended to be in a three point attitude. Following
impact, the collective control was reduced to the bottom stop to preclude
&round resonance and/or unnecessary aircraft motion, and then the
throttle was reapplied to obtain a power-on condition.

2. "!gq" and UDpIK Roundnr .Po ýq

For the "knee" and upper boundary areas of the curve, preliminary
stabiliastion was as described above. Following throttle chop, however,
the collective pitch control was imediately and firmly reduced to the
bottom stop to prevent excessive rotor speed decay and the helicopter
was simultaneously nosed over, usnto forward cyclic control to obtain
the nose-down attitude that would produce the desired flare entry
airspeed. This attitude was obtained and stabilized ts rapidly as
possible usinug large forward cyclic control inputs. Left yawing of
the helicopter due to lose of torque was counteracted by using the
right anti-torque pedal. As flare haight was reached, the helicopter
was flared using a rather abrupt aft cyclic control input. As XjU of
flare reached a peak value, collective control application comenced.
Simultaneously, as the helicopter reached the desired flare attitude,
the flare rate was terminated and the flare attitude was fixed by
application of forward cyclic control. Collective pitch application
continued with the objective of reducing tail wheel touch-down sink
rates to a low value in order to preclude excessive tail wheel loads
from pitching the helicopter nose-down onto the main landing gear. As
tail wheel touch-down was obtained, aft cyclic control was applied to
utilize remaining flare energy and collective application was continued
so that full collective application was obtained just prior to main
landing gear impact. Following main Sear impact, the collect've control
was reduced to the bottom stop to preclude ground resonance and
unnecessary aircraft motion and throttle was reapplied to obtain a
power-on c:ondition.

3. One-Second DelX Technique

One-secend delay p)ints were executed essentially as described
in Paragraph a.2. above. No unusual difficulty was experienced in
executing the throttle chop and the delay prior to collective pitch
reduction. A verbal count was employed to time the ditay and was
initiated when the throttle reached the fully closed position. A
conscious effort was made to execute the throttle chop itself within a
consistent period of tire, usually one to two tenths of a second. Very
little helic.opter moti-.'a was obtained aj a result of the throttle chop
and no difficulty was experievced in controlling the helicopter. Using
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a verbal count, it was possible to control the delay time constant
within a range of plus or minus two tenths of a second from the desired
value sad the requirement to verbally count was not distracting to the
pilot.

No unusual difficulties were encountered during the descent
segment from a delayed throttle chop. There was, however, a marked
deterioration in the ability to quickly and accurately obtain the
pushover pitching rate which would yie'd the desired ,ive angle. This
probl,. was probably due to the decreaesad pitching control sensitivity
at the lower rotor speeds obtained following a delay; i.e., the time
required to reach a given dive angle with a given cyclic Input increased.
It is possible that this factor was accounted for by using larger
cyclic inputs but some difficulty was experienced in obtaining the
desired response. This characteristic was particularly evident during
pushovers from the "knee" of the delay curve since, in this area, due to
the limited time available, rapid attitude positioning was critical. On
several of the delay points at the "knee". particularly at the heavier
weights, it was felt that the slow response in pitching prevented
obtaining an attitude which would hýve yielded better energy utilization.

Significant variations in flare and collective pitch technique
were required between the no-delay and delay landings. These variations

were introduced primarily to accommodate the possibility of blade stall
during the flare and subsequent collective application.

(a) Flar

Flaru pitching rates used during delay landings were
generally lower than those used for no-delay landings. This was
necessary to prevent normal acceleration (g) build-up from causing rotor
disk loads which would produce blade stall. This lower pitching rate,
although used on almost all delay landings, wae probably more apparent
when landing from a "knee" throttle chop than when landing from a higher
height. This was found to be necessary becausc "knee" throttle chops
tended to produce a decelerating rotor just prior to flare whereas chops
from higher heights provided sufficient time for the rotor to begin to
arcelerate prior to flare. It was observed that the test helicopter's
rotor system was particularly susceptible to blade stall when
deceleratinX. Therefore, a lower pitching rate was used on "knee"
points.

(b) Flale Reimh t

Because of the lower pitching rates used, it was necessary
to provide more time for the helicopter to reach a landing attitude. It

is probable, therefore, that flare initiation heights for delay landiegs
were generally higher than those used for no-delay landings. This
change in flare height was intuitive on tte part of the pilot.
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(c) CCollecttie Pit•h ApplicMtigo

Collective application, as on no-delay points, we
intuitively initiated as rotor speed acceleration peaked (approximately)
so as to obtain the uaximum benefit from rotor inertial forces. A
significantly slower rate of application was used on delay landings,
again to preclude the possibility of causing blade stall due to high
normal accelerations. Normally, if no stall were obtained, the
collective application was made in two segments, the first to cushion
the tail wheel touch-down and the second timed to reach maximum
collective approximately with main gear touch-down. In a number of
landings where blade stall commenced (very noticeable vibration) with
the initial application c-f collective pitch, the rate of application
was slowed and then varied to try to prevent complete blade stall while
still utilizing all the available energy to land. For landings where
blade stall occurred during the flari, full collective application in
one pull was required almost immediately since blade stall in the flare
produced high oink rates which precluded a gentle application of
collective pitch.

b. Data Point Validation By The Pilot

The objectives of this program were to define the height-velocity
characteristics of the test helicopter as associated with the attainment
of maximum autorotative performance. Obviously, the attainment of
maximum pertormance depends upon the complete utilization of all the
energly available to decelerate the helicopter for touch-down, following
a throttle chop from a given set of steady-state entry conditions.
Assuming thst optimum energy utilization is obtained, the landing load
factor (S) then becomes a measure of maximum performance. In explana-
tion, if the height-velocity maneuver were initiated from a given set
of entry conditions (airspeed and height above ground) and if all the
available decelerating energy for landing were utilized, then the
attainment of a landing load factor near the design limit for the
helicopter under these conditions, would represent a maximum performance
point on the height-velocity curve for the density altitude and gross
weight being examined. This criteria was employed throughout this
test program and produced highly satisfactory results. It is believed
that the quantitative measurement of this parameter (landing g loads) as
a means of validating the degree of performance of a height-velocity
point is, when coupled with pilot qualitative coments, the best approach
to obtaining maximum performance data points.

c. En;rA Airspeed Control

The ust of a pace car to obtain desired entry airspeeds proved to be
the most satisfactory means of regulating this parameter in the test
helicopter, particularly for data points obtained in the region of the
"knee" and along the lower boundary of the curve. Along the upper
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boundary, however, the accuracy of the pace method deteriorated,
primarily due to the distance between the helicopter and the car coupled
with the relatively slow speeds required. These factors caused the
pilot considerable difficulty in that relative motion between the
helicopter and the car could not readily be sensed, thereby causing
variations in entry airspeeds. These variations were particularly
undesirable when executing a run at an airspeed in the vicinity of a
maximum performance point since entry airspeed variations of + 2 mph in
this area would significantly affect th: resulting landing loads.

d. Blade Stall Characteristics During Landing

Blade stall was encountered on several landings In this program. It
is also probable that pilot's colments relative to "falling through" the
flare in Reference 2 were caused by this phenomena. Because this
characteristic, from & maximum energy utilization standpoint, represents
landing conditions which are at or in excess of the maximum performance
capabilities of the helicopter, its occurrence was a qualitative criteria
for determining a maximum performance point. The frequency of occurrence
was highest in the area of the "knee" and along the upper boundary of
the curve, lowest along the lower boundary of the curve. Because the
factors which influence the onset of blade stall do not vary linearly
with variations in entry airspeed and height, the probability of •ts
occurrence was extremely difficult to predict. Depending upon the flare
entry conditions (airspeed, rotor speed, sink rate) blade stall was
encountered either as flare rate reached a peak value and/or as
collective pitch application was comenced. Stall was characterized by
loss of normal acceleration ("falling through"), random rolling to the
left and high amplitude, 4/rev vibration. Normal pilot response was to
increase rate of collective application to prevent the impending hard
landing. It is probable that tho increased rate of application induced
additional stalling which consequently resulted in increasing the landing
sink rate. It is important to remember, however, that the time available
between severe stall onset and ground impact was approximately one to
two seconds thereby precluding any reasoned pilot response.

e. Stability and Control Effects on Autorotative Performance

Thus far, two criteria have been discussed as valid means of
determining P maximum performance point, normal energy limits and blade
stall. A third and last criteria was utilized for several points
obtained in this program, that criteria being a stability and control
limit. In the test helicopter, particularly in the area of the "knee"
of the curve, it was found that insufficient control power was available
to pitch the helicopter nose-down folloving throttle chop and then
flare to the desired attitude in the time available between throttle chop
and ground contact. Consequently, the pilot was unable to take advewntage
of all the decelerating energy available in the helicopter.
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f. Wind and Turbulence Effects on Autorotgt~ve Perfornage

It is probable that no other variable other than pilot technique has
a more pronounced effect on autorotative performance than wind gradients
and thermal turbulence. These variables, therefore, if not accurately
measured, or accounted for, will induce significant errors An the data
which is generated. In this program, throttle chop entry airspeed wga
gradually reduced during the build-up to a point, by reducing the speed
of the pace car a measured amount from run to run. By pacing on the car,
the helicopter thus attained a gradually decreasing &rouad speed.
Autorotative performance, however, depends not upon ground speed, but
upon true a.rspeed. If, therefore, during the course of a run, a change
in wind speed occurred at a fixed car pace speed, a corresponding
change in true airspeed would be obtained, unknown to the pilot. This
problem is greatly magnified when a differential wind velocity exists
between throttle chop height and the ground, particularly if the wind
differential is such that a loss in true airspeed is obtained during
tho !ending sequenep (Cliss headwind component on the ground than aloft)
since tnis ctandititn represents an uncontrolled loss of l.nding energy
which is very critical when operating in the vicinity of a maximum
per formance point.

The same effects are produced by thermal turbulence. If the throttle
chop and descent are accomplished with the helicopter located in a rising
column of air and if the flight path of the helicopter. then carries it
outside that rising column prior to landing, it can readily be seen that
an uncontrolled, unfavorable loss of landing energy in again obtained.
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APPENDIX 4

SUMMARY OF HEIGHT VELOCITY
DIAGRAM FLIGHT T.SI DATA

(2

4 1

il' .

41. 1



3UI9ANY OP HtXONT -VIL4CITY

DIAORAM PLIONT TIST DATIA

P0Y HUN DATE AIRCKtAFI WEN3TY WIND 1410" CAL CAL ACC, au
NO. NO, 099033 WT. ALTI1rJDE COMPONIN (PEE?) (MPH) (NPN) WOS)

DO 4 41. 169:6 040

to 91 ~ I Zio ±119'0: i611 11al 145 0 +13, Rj 10 1 *.1 a.Ijf
4 109. 0 19 1 WOV10

14 :0r 1 00 43. It1 1

10 1, -I4.gN+1.0 1.3
4 1 : V0-T 0 16:0 IS -II 80,

70O +1.16 ,1:50
10 10,010290o.

Iollfpý) 1- 10,0 :10
It1) :10- 3? T
4 10- - +1. 100 s .f 0

16 Io-bO 10,050 1 1
a L 1-p ,1.0 "'fr +11 *5 INSIT 0

10 600000

5 10 V-3134

10(`) al30* 11,105 '350 43. 131.0 14 1.0
09 10- 1 ,t 0 w5000 01 3oi.0 g6. : 3 0.0

1017410 1. 0
31 11-10-6 904a fA6O0 40.?

1114~6 10 01k10 0
II:1 lo':21 OR 11001 1:0.0 2:1o a l 3.1

a 1 11-26 101,06153001.6 6.7 94: 0
11-16-11 106145 00 ;11118.0.C

1--6 9,095 4I0 1 111.0. 14~I I 1.-6 ,10509 490-: 1 19. 1. 1
1. . '. 12--! 10,010 6700 IN, 88.:1 35. 1. 0

I~~m a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __7u I IT1 .



SUMMqARY OP NK101W VUL.0I¶'Y
DIAURAN PLtOHT TEST DATA

FLX. RUN DAT5 AIRCRAPT DINSITY WIND MUCH CAL CAL AGO, MILAY
No. Na. ROSEl WT. AIWITU~* Om'PMK~r? I?9 (MPH) (MPH) Ws') F11c)a

4 40 l'ftG00 40.1 55.8 311,6 1~6 1:711 0

II7 1it10- .0 10, 19 1

134 It . O~ WOO: 151 0
9 1t.i1- uI 008:t:1

1 1 11t- '1000 t~ 11 11.331113 0

47 4 I-Ot 10, 31 310104.41 0
4 (3I ) 1-0- 14019 2 ' 11 0

129 1:311- 100 a0 5. 0

1-' 0,60- 15001 *126 17. 13 31 0
11 - = 10, - 100 13. 311.0 a3 073 0

fill-100 3.1 0 1. 0 113.31 0
a 7 1-21: 10 400 -1431T

11 136 to,1 1'0 0l IN 13.6 3.397

11(s Ill11 *11 1N 301
3 1 110: +07-.6 330 1 0

I109 1r IN '9. 31
9wI= 1,0: 0 10 +103 : 0

11,0il -00.0 .066,aa 16.1

4 W s1 11,013 +1 1.0 3.11 00

50 - 30 16 0
110 -.

21 30-. 30, D1. 30.5 1: it
1 11,80) 1 10 0 3 -01. vi I On 0

113 1160 010 1. IT.10,0
04 s.3- 11,o L~ 4 079. 0

12 11,0 lw16: .5. 319130

wi 0) 11 0 60 Ro1.6 1E'4 ,161 3.391 0

2. 11: op 307201 .re0
73a-186 11,07- :10 +1.7& 3190,:51' 1.90 0

(3) OAR LAN5N -1. UIICPI 1 5. Is" 0

I-~11 ACUA 100,00 6 A-5LUREN

I- - 10 1 1440 1 64 IT6 0


